
Chapter 33: city 
In the summer, the day before the shooting, the nursery
rhymes got their uniforms. The same uniforms and trousers
were prepared for them to change in the summer. Looking at
the blue positive id behind the “iling”, the nursery rhymes hold
The team uniform is not willing to let go - the first thing that
looks at the other old drivers to get the uniform is to shake one
of them to see if the details and size are appropriate. Lu Yue
opened his own look and commented. “How do you think this
looks like a school uniform in high school?”
“Which high school uniforms have this look!”
“Is it not the same when you look at the red and black?”
“…”
“The woman is really fickle.”
“This is called the peace of mind, what do you know?”
The nurse stunned his body and gave him a glance. He finally
couldn’t help but take his team out of the plastic bag and
shook it open. At this time, Xiaopang took advantage of his
uniform and compared it. He said: Isn’t it that you can’t see
yourself fat? I believe your evil, and the clothes are not as big
as half of Laozi…”
Compared with the piece of cloth that the nursery rhyme is in
his hand, the chubby uniform is really big like a tablecloth.
The old cat sneered: “When a woman says she is fat, can she
believe?”
The nursery rhyme scratched his head and didn’t know that he
was smirking at the smirk. At this time, sitting in his position,
the uniform was not touched, but the man who was playing his
game wholeheartedly looked up and swept her: “She is fat,
Can’t stand the chest.”
“What do you say! If you are polite, how can you evaluate the
girl’s chest casually!”
“The last few days when you were licking your own sponge
mat in the central street in front of the community, the
roadside bar owner testified.”
“What sponge pad! Are you ready to play for a lifetime?!”
“Do you think I don’t want to forget soon?”
“…………………”
The nursery rhymes screamed at the gangster and glanced at
the captain of the face. He picked up his team uniform and



went upstairs to try on the clothes. At this time, it was still
during the day, the outside sun was just right, the nursery
rhymes shook clothes and pointed at the sun. I saw the
direction for a long time, and finally put down my clothes and
froze to send a message to my friends.
There are reactions in the two seconds of Jinyang.
Nursery rhymes: “???”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
After returning to the information, the nursery rhyme directly
throws the phone to the side and tries to find a suitable
underwear - not black or red, preferably light - and finally the
nursery rhyme finds that each of her underwear is very
Qualified, she is a qualified and pure girl player inside and
outside.
……
The next morning, I got up and washed my head and took a
shower. I bought a pair of underwear pants on the gloves.
When the nursery rhymes went downstairs, the teammates
were waiting downstairs. Everyone was wearing casual clothes
- because they were afraid to change them in advance. On the
car, I went to the car and wrinkled the clothes. So yesterday,
Xiaorui unified the team clothes and let them go to the studio
to finish the makeup.
“It’s going to be a summer game again!” The old cat stretched
out and patted the shoulder of the old k. “I hope that I can
enter the department smoothly this year.”
“I am sure I will find the locks to lock you up on the day of the
global finals ticket.” Xiaorui drove them to the nanny while
muttering. “Until the day of boarding, you don’t want to give
me trouble.” non.”
Xiaopang: “I will complain to you about the illegal
imprisonment and let them sanction you.”
Xiaorui sneered: “Let’s go, maybe you think so.” I also want
to send a key to the security lock of the Pacific Ocean.
Lu Yue listened to this and he did not hesitate to clear the
throat. He touched the nose and climbed into the car. He sat
down with the nursery rhyme… The nursery rhyme moved
inside, and the shoulder accidentally touched Lu Sicheng who
was playing the game with his mobile phone. The person
paused and looked down at her and looked at her. The distance



between the two was close at hand. The virginity asked:
“Squeeze?”
Lu Sicheng: “… um.”
The nursery rhyme responded quickly: “Lu Yue will not be
squeezed down.”
Lu Yue heard a sneer and laughed: “I am still your substitute if
you don’t take care of the makeup. The list is submitted, let’s
die, childish ghost.”
The nursery rhyme hit him with his shoulder. He turned his
hand back and dirty. Lu Sicheng felt that the two people
around him were moving around in a restless position, staring
at the screen of the mobile phone and **** the beginning:
“Take me down again and take a taxi. Go to the studio.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Lu Yue: “…”
The two people in the fight were quiet as a chicken.
It took an hour to drive to the studio. When I arrived at the
place, the teenagers got off the bus, gathered, and swarmed
into the dressing room. They waited for the makeup artists in
the dressing room to come forward and sort out these people.
Hair style, on the bottom of the meter, at the same time, “Do
you want to draw the eyeliner”, “Do you want to paint a little
lipstick?” “Do you want to paint your eyebrows” to fight these
straight men?
Old cat: “Don’t draw eyeliner, it looks weird.”
Makeup artist a: “OK? Ruige, let’s see, does the old cat use the
eyeliner to look more spiritual?”
Old cat: “…”
Lu Sicheng: “The meter is too thick.”
Makeup artist b: “Are you? I look at my look, really, wipe it
off, Cheng Ge, your own skin is very good.”
Lu Sicheng: “Oh.”
Old k: “Hey, what about this lipstick! Straight men don’t do
this!”
Makeup artist: “k god, this tone speaks to you and your sister
said that you are a straight man?”
Old k: “Can’t you?”
Makeup artist: “No. Don’t move, you have to put on a lipstick,
otherwise it will look pale.”
Xiaopang: “Does the eyebrows not draw? Fat eyebrows are



very handsome.”
Makeup artist d: “It’s very handsome, but the difference
between the left and the right is not the same?”
Xiaopang: “Is it?”
Makeup artist d: “Yes.”
Lu Yue: “I don’t wear makeup.”
Makeup artist e: “No.”
Next to a group of people flying chickens and dogs, only the
only female team members in the team and the makeup artist
sisters are in a harmonious situation. The color of the research
base is discussed for a long time, so everyone else in the team
has made up their makeup. Good hair, the nursery rhyme is
just getting a good makeup… But considering that everyone
started to separate the makeup according to the individual, I
thought that the first few people had finished the photo and
waited until the nursery rhymes seemed to be similar. The staff
did not rush and drove. A group of big men first went to the
studio, and before they left, they licked the nursery rhymes
and they paid attention to the time. By the way, they took the
door…
“Rigo, where did the team take you?”
“In the bag on the sofa.”
“What about the locker room?”
“In the corner, oh, you just have to find a place to change it,
anyway, no one.”
“……Oh.”
At this point, the idea of   virginity is: it is also true.
The players entered the studio, and the photos of the great men
went smoothly.
Originally, the boys did not have such a messy request for
photos. They just stood up and put a few pose cards according
to the photographer’s request to wipe a few cards, then they
were randomly selected. The combination of photographing,
the use of the rice silk welfare to promote…
Xiaorui looked at the photos behind the photographer and
looked at it and said: “Hey, we operate the caravan, it’s really
the eSports team! Even the chubby is the handsome guy in the
fat!”
“This kind of thing you said once last year,” just finished
shooting and chubby’s down road combination, and Lu



Sicheng came over and looked at the photo in the camera. He
paused and asked, “What time is it? Take it?”
“Yes, what time is it? The only young lady in our team hasn’t
come out yet?” Xiaorui took a look at the watch. “Is this to be
a Wu Zetian?”
“Women are so tempered.”
When they said they were going out. This means that they will
also need to wash their hair and comb their hair and make up
the clothes with the spray perfume selection bag.
“Say well, Cheng Ge, you are going to call her over.”
“I go?”
“She is afraid of you, and when you show your face, she will
flow in the fart.”
“…”
Lu Sicheng looked down at the table below. It was not early to
see the time. He nodded helplessly and walked over to the
dressing room under the eyes of everyone.
……
At this time, in the dressing room, the nursery rhyme with a
good makeup is holding one hand in front of the mirror and
the other hand is fiddling with her own eyelashes. The makeup
artist’s sister packs her own cosmetic case and says: “The
single person should be there. I’m looking for it too, and
they’re going to rush for a while…”
“Oh, it’s over, I changed my uniform.”
“Well, you change the uniform first, I will show you it. If it is
almost the same, I will call you back.”
“Okay, thank you.”
The nursery rhyme should be licking her own eyelashes while
she is absent-minded. She looks at the makeup artist from the
mirror and opens the door. The nursery rhyme puts her hand
down. I am sorry to say that there are strangers who are not
good at changing clothes directly… When I saw the room
empty, I rushed to the bag left by Xiaorui and took out my
team uniform. I rushed into the dressing room and dragged my
shirt. I opened the bag and looked dumbfounded: in the bag.
There is only one pair of trousers and the clothes are not
inside.
Is the clothes and pants divided?
The nursery rhyme is estimated to have missed it. I thought



that no one in the dressing room would open the door of the
locker room and fly to the bag on the sofa.
Just then, the unsecured door was pushed away.
“Dwarf, the sun is setting, you are going to grind -”
The tall figure of the man accompanied his voice into the
dressing room, and the sound came to an abrupt end when he
squinted his eyes and straightened into a bow to the person on
the edge of the sofa.
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Lu Sicheng: “…”
Nursery rhymes: “………”
Lu Sicheng: “………”
Nursery rhymes: “……………”
Lu Sicheng: “…………………”
The nursery rhyme looked down at her little bunny with carrot
print underwear and small pants, and looked up again to see
the man standing quietly in the same place, the movie in the
mind that thought of the female host should be screaming at
the moment. Both of them are deceiving - the reaction she can
make at the moment is that Zhang Da Nose takes a sip of cold
and the whole person takes a step back.
If the expression is not unexpected, it should be ugly and
embarrassing.
Lu Sicheng just turned around silently, calmly throwing the
next sentence “You hurry”, turned around, went out, closed the
door.
A look of sternly staring at the door that was closed to death
for five seconds, the mind of the mind accidentally
remembered the sacred voice of the friend of this sun -
Nursery rhymes: “…………………………”
It’s like a sigh of sorrow, and the girl’s hands slammed on the
edge of the sofa: “I am! I am! I am!!!!!”
……
A few minutes later.
Lu Yue, who saw Lu Sicheng and the nursery rhyme who had
not come, became the second person who was sent to find out.
He walked all the way, and he saw Lu Sicheng as soon as he
reached the dressing room.
“Brother, what the **** are you doing, the studio is urging it
-”



The corridor was quiet.
Lu Yue’s person is now in front of the dressing room, the
dressing room door is closed tightly, the man’s hand is
squinting, and the slender neck is faintly red under the white
collar. He is silent. The hair stylist was so easy to shape the
hair that he was a little messy.
Lu Yue: “?”
This is how long he is, and he saw Lu Sicheng blush for the
first time.
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